PRICING & TERMS

INCLUSIONS
- Round-trip international airfare and tax for flights from Toronto - Moscow, and return from Beijing.
- Channelside motor coach transportation from Toronto - Moscow.
- All transfers / bus trips according to itinerary.
- Your choice of accommodation categories aboard the Tsar's Gold, including all transfers.
- 3 nights hotel accommodation in Beijing with daily breakfast.
- 1 night hotel accommodation in Ulan Bator.
- 2 nights hotel accommodation in Moscow.
- Overnight in a Yurt in Mongolia.
- Snacks and drinks at Panorama point.
- A physician on board the train.
- Shower facilities on board.
- All gratuities for train conductor and crew, and for local guides and drivers for included land and train excursions.
- All transfers / bus trips according to itinerary.
- Informational talks on the Trans-Siberian Railway, regional geography, culture, and history of the countries along the route.
- Cat.I / Conservatorium Krasnoyarsk (no one features this)
- Cat.II / Classic
- Cat.II+ / Superior Plus
- Cat.III / Nostalgic Comfort
- Cat.V / Bolshoi Platinum
- Deluxe
- Twin Occupancy
- Single Occupancy
- Single Supplement
- Twin Supplement
- Twin Occupancy

PRICING

Prices are per person based on double occupancy for travel from Toronto - Moscow, and return from Beijing.

Cat.V / Bolshoi Platinum  CAD $21,920 per person CAD $31,510 per person

Cat.III / Nostalgic Comfort  CAD $15,550 per person CAD $21,390 per person

Cat.II+ / Superior Plus  CAD $13,240 per person CAD $16,880 per person

Cat.II / Classic   CAD $12,280 per person CAD $15,560 per person

Compartment Category

EXCLUSION

- Travelers are responsible for all local taxes, gratuities, and personal spending.
- We cannot assume any responsibility for items left unattended on the deck.
- All excursions and sightseeing according to itinerary including all entry fees.
- Travelers are responsible for their own health and personal safety.
- Airline Regulations

AIR CANCELLATION PENALTIES ARE SUBJECT TO
BALANCE DUE ON 180 DAYS PRIOR TO DEPARTURE
120-179 days prior to departure: 50% of tour cost
90-119 days prior to departure: 100% of tour cost
90 days or less prior to departure: 100% of tour cost

ARRANGEMENTS

First Deposits:
- Single Supplement $2,500 per each confirmed passenger at the time of booking.
- Twin Supplement $2,500 per person
- Final Payment: Due on 181 days prior to departure.

CANCELLATION CHARGES ON LAND/TRAIN ARRANGEMENTS

From time of booking to 181 days prior to departure:
- Twin Supplement $2,500 per person
- Single Supplement $2,500 per person
- Final Payment $2,500 per person

180 days prior to departure:
- Twin Supplement $1,500 per person
- Single Supplement $1,500 per person

120 days or less prior to departure:
- Twin Supplement $750 per person
- Single Supplement $750 per person

TO LEARN MORE

For more information or to make a reservation, please contact GLP Worldwide at 1-866-760-1987 with questions regarding this tour.

Dear Alumni & Friends,

All aboard! I’m excited to invite you on this one-of-a-kind train trip, just follow along as we travel from Moscow to Beijing, with stops at remote Siberian villages, Mongolia, and the unforgettable Gobi Desert. Stretching from Toronto to Moscow’s UNESCO World Heritage, the UNESCO-Canadian Trans-Siberian is the world’s longest railway and the most memorable train ride on earth.

This journey of a lifetime takes place on a private, chartered train equipped with luxury sleeping cars, extraordinary service, in a regulatory rail experience, featuring archaic, and historic rivalry.

Joining the many highlights of this trip are historic sites including beautiful friendly villages and Cathedrals Square. Nurse training schools and new explorers of rare species, (Siberian Tiger), and reservoirs, as well as the looming emblems of Stalin’s day.

You’ll have the rare opportunity to experience Mongolia, with its rugged landscapes, traditional Jetpherical arts, Shocking landscapes, and horses. Finally, cross the Indochinese train line, which we will only see the front of a few times, (Siberian Tiger), and Russia’s easternmost regions.

All aboard! I’m excited to invite you on this one-of-a-kind train trip. Join fellow alumni as we travel from Moscow to Beijing, with stops at remote Siberian villages, Mongolia, and the unforgettable Gobi Desert. Stretching from Toronto to Moscow’s UNESCO World Heritage, the UNESCO-Canadian Trans-Siberian is the world’s longest railway and the most memorable train ride on earth.

For more information or to make a reservation, please contact GLP Worldwide at 1-866-760-1987 with questions regarding this tour.

Sincerely,

Guy Larocque
Executive Director, University of Saskatchewan Alumni Association

glpworldwide.com
1-866-760-1987 Monday - Friday 9:00am - 6:00pm
26-1211 Denison Street Markham, ON L3R 4B3
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Welcome to Moscow, the capital of Russia, and the world’s number one city. Upon arrival, transfer to your hotel. The balance of the day at leisure. Enjoy a welcoming dinner at a local restaurant.

DAY 2 | SEP 6 | MOSCOW

Board the Moscow Metro at Komsomolskaya for a quick tour of central Moscow, including the city’s 18th-century Red Square, home of the awe-inspiring Spasskaya Tower and the magnificence of the Kremlin. Continue through the tightly packed bohemian neighborhood of Petrovsky, and visit the Moscow State University, the largest university in Europe. In the evening, enjoy a welcome dinner at a local restaurant.

DAY 3 | SEP 7 | MOSCOW

Explore Moscow with a half-day sightseeing tour of the capital and its many attractions. Visit Red Square, historic site of the Moscow Kremlin; the Church of St. Basil the Blessed; the 15th-century great Cathedral of Christ the Savior; the wallpapered Lenin Mausoleum; and the vast Alexander Garden. Lunch is at a local restaurant.

DAY 4 | SEP 8 | MOSCOW – ABOARD THE TSAR’S GOLD

Arriving in Ulan-Ude on the Trans-Siberian Railway, you step back to the past in this remote Mongolian capital. Experience the city’s history and culture with a visit to the imposing Gandan Buddhist monastery and the impressive Gandan Buddhist monastery and the Mongolian culture with a performance of traditional Mongolian music that includes throat singing, fiddle playing, and dancing. Spend the night in Ulan Bator or make the night’s journey to Lake Baikal.

DAY 5 | SEP 9 | LAKE BAIKAL – ULAN BATOR

Wake up in Lake Baikal, the world’s deepest lake, and take a boat trip to explore this vast lake and the surrounding landscape. In the afternoon, tour the capital of Mongolia, Ulaanbaatar, and its famous Genghis Khan Statue Complex. Enjoy a welcome dinner at a local restaurant.

DAY 6 | SEP 10 | ULAN BATOR

Culinary enjoyment is provided by the train’s much-praised restaurants offering local specialties. Enjoy dinner at a local restaurant.

DAY 7 | SEP 11 | NOVOSIBIRSK

Cross the Volga River at Samara and continue your journey through the vast steppes of western Siberia. At our stop in Ulan-Ude, explore this city’s rich history and culture with a visit to the imposing Gandan Buddhist monastery and the world’s northernmost metropolis. Enjoy dinner at a local restaurant.

DAY 8 | SEP 12 | ABOARD THE TSAR’S GOLD

DAY 9 | SEP 13 | IRKUTSK

DAY 10 | SEP 14 | LAKE BAIKAL

Wake up in Lake Baikal, the world’s deepest lake, and take a boat trip to explore this vast lake and the surrounding landscape. In the afternoon, tour the capital of Mongolia, Ulaanbaatar, and its famous Genghis Khan Statue Complex. Enjoy a welcome dinner at a local restaurant.

DAY 11 | SEP 15 | LAKE BAIKAL – ULAN UDE – IRKUTSK

DAY 12 | SEP 16 | ULAN BATOR

Experience picturesque Listvyanka, a Siberian village, before spending the night in Ulan Bator. Enjoy the time to relax and explore the Tran-Siberian Railway. After lunch, visit the home of the train.

DAY 13 | SEP 17 | ULAN BATOR

Mongolian Yurt

DAY 14 | SEP 18 | CROSSING THE GOBI DESERT

DAY 15 | SEP 19 | BEIJING

DAY 16 | SEP 20 | BEIJING

DAY 17 | SEP 21 | BEIJING

DAY 18 | SEP 22 | TRANS-MONGOLIA

DAY 19 | SEP 23 | TRANS-MONGOLIA

DAY 20 | SEP 24 | TRANS-MONGOLIA

DAY 21 | SEP 25 | TRANS-MONGOLIA

DAY 22 | SEP 26 | TRANS-MONGOLIA

DAY 23 | SEP 27 | TRANS-MONGOLIA

DAY 24 | SEP 28 | TRANS-MONGOLIA

DAY 25 | SEP 29 | TRANS-MONGOLIA

DAY 26 | SEP 30 | TRANS-MONGOLIA

DAY 27 | OCT 1 | TRANS-MONGOLIA

DAY 28 | OCT 2 | TRANS-MONGOLIA

DAY 29 | OCT 3 | TRANS-MONGOLIA

DAY 30 | OCT 4 | TRANS-MONGOLIA

ITINERARY

MAIN SIGHTS

Mongolian Horse Riding

Trans-Siberian Adventure

INFORMATION